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Disarmament and Limitation of Armaments - Institut des Nations Unies pour la recherche sur le désarmement - 1992

Verification of Disarmament Or Limitation of Armaments - Institut des Nations Unies pour la recherche sur le désarmement - 1992
BG (copy 1): From the John Holmes Library collection.

The Disarmament Illusion - Merze Tate - 1971

Verification of Disarmament Or Limitation of Armaments: Instruments, Negotiations, Proposals - - 1992
UNIDIR is an autonomous institution within the framework of the United Nations. It was established in 1980 by the General Assembly for the purpose of undertaking independent research on disarmament and related problems, particularly international security issues. The work of the Institute aims at: Providing the international community with more diversified and complete data on problems relating to international security, the armaments race, and disarmament in all fields, particularly in the nuclear field, so as to facilitate progress, through negotiations, towards greater security for all States and toward the economic and social development of all peoples; Promoting informed participation by all States in disarmament efforts; Assisting ongoing negotiations in disarmament and continuing efforts to ensure greater international security at a progressively lower level of armaments, particularly nuclear armaments, by means of objective and factual studies and analyses; Carrying out more in depth, forward looking, and long term research on disarmament, so as to provide a general insight into the problems involved, and stimulating new initiatives for new negotiations.
Disarmament and Arms Limitation negotiations, towards greater security for all States and toward the economic and social development of all peoples; Promoting informed participation by all States in disarmament efforts; Assisting ongoing negotiations in disarmament and continuing efforts to ensure greater international security at a progressively lower level of armaments, particularly nuclear armaments, by means of objective and factual studies and analyses; Carrying out more in depth, forward looking, and long term research on disarmament, so as to provide a general insight into the problems involved, and stimulating new initiatives for new negotiations.
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The Effects of Limitation of Armaments on National Policies and Programs - Paul L. Dudley - 1961

Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments - Poland - 1932

Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments - League of Nations - 1932

Documents of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference Entrusted with the Preparation for the Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments - Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference - 1927
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Disarmament and Arms Limitation Obligations - Serge Sur - 1994
This work deals with the difficulties of enforcing arms limitation obligations. It examines the changing international system; multilateral and regional treaty provisions; the prospects for developing international mechanisms; and the way that domestic law interacts with international obligations.
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Documents of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference Entrusted with the Preparation for the Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments - League of Nations - 1930

Arms Control & Disarmament - - 1971

Armament & Disarmament - - 1985
Verification of Current Disarmament and Arms Limitations Agreements - Serge Sur - 1991

The research project on which this book is based was undertaken in order to evaluate the verification procedures and practices in existing arms limitation and disarmament agreements. It is argued that if the international community is to devise new verification arrangements for the future it must do so on the basis of past experience. This book contains an analysis of agreements and instruments concluded over a period of sixty years. Agreements and treaties which are analysed include the Geneva Protocol on Chemical and Biological methods of Warfare (1925); the Antarctic Treaty (1959); the Nuclear Test Limitation Treaties of 1963, 1974, 1976 and 1990; the Outer Space and Moon Treaties of 1967 and 1979; the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (1968); the Sea-Bed Treaty (1971); the Convention on Biological Weapons of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems (1971); SALT 1 and SALT II (1972 and 1979), the Conventional Weapon Convention of 1981 and the INF Treaty (1987).
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Disarmament - Viktor Issraelyan - 1985

Disarmament - Viktor Issraelyan - 1985

Peace And Disarmament - Richard Fanning - 2015-01-13

Arms control remains a major international issue as the twentieth century closes, but it is hardly a new concern. The effort to limit military power has enjoyed recurring support since shortly after World War I, when the United States, Britain, and Japan sought naval arms control as a means to insure stability in the Far East, contain naval expenditure, and prevent another world cataclysm. Richard Fanning examines the efforts of American, British, and Japanese leaders -- political, military, and social -- to reach agreement on naval limitation between 1922 and the mid-1930s, with focus on the years 1927-30, when political leaders, statesmen, naval officers, and various civilian pressure groups were especially active in considering naval limits. The civilian and even some military actors believed the Great War had been an aberration and that international stability would reign in the near future. But the coming of the Great Depression brought a dramatic drop in concern for disarmament. This study, based on a wide variety of unpublished sources, compares the cultural underpinnings of the disarmament movement in the three countries, especially the effects of public opinion, through examination of the many peace groups that played an important role in the disarmament process. The decision to strive for arms control, he finds, usually resulted from peace group pressure and political expediency. For anyone interested in naval history, this book illuminates the beginnings of the arms limitation effort and the growth of the peace movement.
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For anyone interested in naval history, this book illuminates the beginnings of the arms limitation effort and the growth of the peace movement.

World Disarmament; a Handbook on the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments. With Foreword and Epilogue by Viscount Cecil - Naurice Fanshawe - 1931


Arms Limitation and Disarmament - B. J. C. McKercher - 1992
This collection examines various aspects of the efforts made to limit warfare through arms limitation and disarmament agreements in the period from the first Hague conference to the outbreak of World War II in Europe. The issue for each contributor is not necessarily to show whether individual endeavors, separate conferences, and the rest were successful or unsuccessful—though this is an important consideration. Rather, each chapter tends to offer differing points of view on accomplishments and failures because, as is so often the experience in historical study, the record is mixed; and this situation is certainly no less characteristic of arms limitation and disarmament between 1899 and 1939. Written by experts on disarmament issues, these chapters put into historical perspective how and why the effort, to restrain war were undertaken at the Hague conferences, the Washington conference, and among antiwar groups. Each contributor approaches this task using the method he or she deems most appropriate. Some employ an historiographical approach; others undertake to produce analyses based heavily on archival holdings in order to offer new interpretations of the past or revise existing ones. This book will be of interest to students and teachers alike of modern history and political science.

A Documentary History of Arms Control and Disarmament - Gay M. Hammerman - 1973

Arms Control and Disarmament Agreements - - 1959

The International Law of Arms Control and Disarmament - Julie Dahlitz - 1991

Postures for Non-Proliferation - Stockholm International Peace Research Institute - 2020-11-19
To constrain nuclear proliferation, one must, in addition to designing a proliferation-resistant nuclear fuel cycle, identify a set of long-term arms limitation and security policies for the major states. These policies should be capable of satisfying various security and political objectives of non-nuclear weapon states, thereby minimizing their incentives to acquire independent nuclear weapon capabilities, and thus collectively minimizing future nuclear proliferation. Originally published in 1979, this book attempts to identify such a comprehensive arms limitation and security regime. It reviews negotiations concerning the NPT through the end of the Review Conference of the NPT in mid-1975 and the subsequent strategic debate concerning nuclear proliferation.
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To constrain nuclear proliferation, one must, in addition to designing a proliferation-resistant nuclear fuel cycle, identify a set of long-term arms limitation and security policies for the major states. These policies should be capable of satisfying various security and political objectives of non-nuclear weapon states, thereby minimizing their incentives to acquire independent nuclear weapon capabilities, and thus collectively minimizing future nuclear proliferation. Originally published in 1979, this book attempts to identify such a comprehensive arms limitation and security regime. It reviews negotiations concerning the NPT through the end of the Review Conference of the NPT in mid-1975 and the subsequent strategic debate concerning nuclear proliferation.
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